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Environment statistics are interdisciplinary
and inter-institutional
Environment statistics are about:
 the state of the environment,
 our dependence on it,
 our impact on it,
 it’s impact on us (even negative ones),
and
 how we protect and manage it.
This information comes from many
institutions using different methods,
concepts and classifications.
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What is SEEA?
 an international statistical standard
 provides a methodology for compiling physical and

monetary accounts for a range of resources, including
land, water, energy, waste and timber, and linking
these to economic activity, in particular to GDP
 describes how to account for ecosystem assets and
services both in monetary and physical terms

SEEA Features
 A coherent measurement framework linked to

SNA:
 Aligned concepts, classifications and
methods
 Based on accounting principles & systems
theory:
 Stock/flow  asset, supply, use
 Consistent units of measure & valuation
rules
 Flexible and modular
 Select and adapt components to country
needs
 Don’t need to be complete to be useful

The SEEA and the SNA
 The SNA measures national economic activity, production and

assets (wealth):
 In monetary terms
 By tracking transactions between economic units
(businesses, households, governments)
 The SEEA measures environment/economy links:
 Expands the asset boundary (includes natural assets)
 Distinguishes expenditures on environmental protection
 Records physical quantities of inputs to economy
 Records residuals produced and consumed (by whom)
 Records changes in private and public natural assets
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SEEA-CF – The Accounts
 Assets (stocks; physical and monetary):
 Mineral and energy resources
 Land
 Soil
 Timber
 Aquatic resources
 Other biological resources
 Water
 Oceans – framework being developed

SEEA-CF – The Accounts
 Physical flows
 Supply/use for materials





(extract  consume)
Material flows (through economy) to final
demand (e.g., GHGs)
Water supply/use
Energy supply/use
Residuals
 Air emissions
 Water emissions
 Wastes (generated and used/recycled)

SEEA-CF – The Accounts
 Monetary flows
 Environmental protection
expenditures
 Resource use and
management
 Environmental goods and
services sector (supply side)
 Environmentally-related
payments by & to
government (fines, fees,
taxes, subsidies, concession
payments)

SEEA – Pacific Implementation
 Fiji – Energy, Water, Solid Waste, Land (forthcoming) and







measuring sustainable tourism (case study)
FSM – Energy
Palau – Water and Energy
Samoa – Water, Energy accounts forthcoming
Vanuatu – Land (forthcoming), Oceans pilot under
consideration
SEEA assessments completed for five countries – reviewing
policy/planning demand, capacity and data issues, and
developing a practical process for implementation

Results sample

Some applications of SEEA
 Upfront attempt to link account production to policy and

analysis. Still work-in-progress to build demand for policy use.
 Some policy applications include:
 budgeting and fiscal policy issues, such as taxation to create

incentives that determine use of natural resources;
 specific sector/resource policy and planning, for example
measuring sustainable tourism (as discussed in Fiji’s case
study earlier), and oceans management;
 infrastructure investment and maintenance planning; and
 regulatory measures that determine production and use of
natural resources.

Applications of SEEA - SDG indicators monitoring
 SEEA provides a framework for supporting monitoring of

national plans and SDGs
 SEEA connections to SDG
 For example: target 15.9 “by 2020, integrate ecosystem

and biodiversity values into national and local planning,
development processes, poverty reduction strategies and
accounts”.

An Example – Goal 7 on Energy
 4/6 SDG indicators can be directly/ partially derived from

SEEA Energy
 Provides a measure of CO2 emissions
 Facilitates policy analysis on efficiency of resource use,

intensity (with application for regulation), type of resource
used (renewable, fossil), use and supply capacity (link to
infrastructure planning)

Work-in-progress
 Early days for SEEA implementation in the Pacific – an initial

attempt to produce official environmental statistics has
resulted in good progress in five countries
 Further focus on quality of the existing accounts, and

extending the range of accounts produced. Broader
applications once a number of requisite indicators are
available, e.g. Oceans and measuring sustainable tourism
 Increasing the number of countries in the Pacific producing

and using SEEA accounts is a goal, although ground realities,
level of country commitment and policy value-added will need
to be assessed on a country-by-country basis
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Vinaka – thank you!

